T he conversion process of light energy to electrical energy in photovoltaic devices relies on some form of built-in asymmetry that leads to the separation of electrons and holes. The fundamental physics behind this effect (for example, in silicon-based cells) is charge separation using the potential developed at a p-n junction, or heterojunction [1] [2] [3] . This suggests the following question-are there other pathways to accomplish charge separation in materials to enable the next generation of photovoltaics? In the past, anomalous photovoltaic effects in polar materials have been found to arise from two mechanisms: (i) granularity 4, 5 and (ii) the inherent non-centrosymmetry in the bulk material, that is, the absence of an inversion centre of symmetry [6] [7] [8] [9] . The former mechanism inevitably suffers from the granular interface being poorly controlled, and the latter is typically seen in wide-bandgap semiconductors (E g . 2.5 eV), which absorb very little of the visible spectrum. In this paper, we describe a new mechanism of charge separation and photovoltage generation that occurs exclusively at nanometre-scale ferroelectric domain walls in a model ferroelectric, BiFeO 3 (BFO), under white-light illumination. In contrast to semiconductor-based photovoltaics 10 , the photovoltages observed here are significantly higher than the electronic bandgap.
The rhombohedrally distorted perovskite structure of BFO leads to eight ferroelectric polarization directions along the pseudocubic 111-directions, corresponding to four structural variants. The possible domain pattern formation in (001)-oriented epitaxial rhombohedral perovskite ferroelectric films and their control has been well established by earlier theoretical and experimental studies [11] [12] [13] . To eliminate confusion, we use the notation set prescribed in ref. 11 . Domain walls in such materials are typically 1-2 nm wide 14 . Additionally, recent studies have demonstrated that BFO has a direct bandgap of $2.67 eV ($465 nm) 15 and has been previously shown to display a conventional photovoltaic effect (open-circuit voltage V OC ( E g ) 16 and photoconductivity 15 . The details of the growth of the BFO thin films used in our study are given in the Methods. Piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) reveals that ordered arrays of 718 ( Fig. 1a and schematically depicted in Fig. 1b ) and 1098 domain walls with two in-plane variants ( Fig. 1c and schematically in Fig. 1d ) have been created through such a careful heteroepitaxial growth process. X-ray diffraction studies (insets of Fig. 1a,c) confirm the presence of these two different types of domain wall 17 . Additional X-ray diffraction reciprocalspace-mapping studies ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ) reveal the high quality of these ordered stripe domains. In both cases, there is a net polarization aligned in the plane of the film, that is, perpendicular to the projection of the domain wall plane on the (001) film surface (Fig. 1b,d ). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the two different domain structures show that the 718 domain walls ( Supplementary Fig. S2a ) lie along 101-type planes, whereas the 1098 domain walls ( Supplementary Fig. S2b ) lie along 100-type planes, consistent with theoretical predictions 11 . Detailed analyses of the atomic structure at these domain walls reveal a wall width of 1-2 nm, consistent with previous work 14, 18 . Such nanoscale domain-wall features are the focus of this work.
Photovoltaic device measurements
Test structures, based on symmetric platinum top electrodes with a length of 500 mm and an inter-electrode distance of 200 mm, were fabricated on top of 100-nm-thick films by photolithography in two geometries: electrodes for electric transport measurements (i) perpendicular (DW ? ) and (ii) parallel (DW k ) to the domain walls (DW, Fig. 2a,b, respectively) . Current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of samples in the two geometries, with ordered arrays of 718 domain walls, were measured under saturation illumination ( Supplementary Fig. S3 ) on the same film in both dark-and white-light illumination (285 mW cm 22 ) and reveal strikingly different photovoltaic behaviours (Fig. 2c,d ). In the DW ? direction, a large photo induced V OC of 16 V was measured, with in-plane short-circuit current density J sc % 1.2 Â 10 24 A cm 22 . In contrast, dark and light I-V curves measured in the DW k direction exhibit a significant photoconductivity, but no photo induced V OC .
The photo induced voltages were found to increase linearly in magnitude as the electrode spacing was increased (Fig. 3a) . Most importantly, a single domain sample (that is, with no domain walls between the platinum contacts; black curve, Fig. 3a) show negligible levels of photovoltage, which rules out a 'bulk' photovoltaic effect arising from non-centrosymmetry 6, 7 . In turn, this strongly suggests the prominent role of domain walls in creating the anomalous photovoltages. In fact, the magnitude of the overall potential drop varies linearly with the total number of domain walls between the electrodes (Fig. 3a) . The thickness dependence of the photovoltage provides another route to verify this conclusion, because the wall density scales inversely with film thickness 19, 20 . From PFM analysis we have calculated the average domain spacing and used this to calculate the potential drop for each domain wall to be $10 mV, irrespective of the domain width (Fig. 3b) . This value is quite close to the theoretically predicted 20 mV potential drop across 718 domain walls in BFO (ref. 21 ). Figure 4b shows the corresponding position of the valence (VB) and conduction (CB) bands in dark conditions. Recent ab initio calculations suggest that ferroelectric domain walls have built-in potential steps 14, 21 arising from the component of the polarization perpendicular to the domain wall. The associated charge density, r ¼ 2r . P, forms an electric dipole, leading to an electric field within the wall and a potential step from one side to the other. In a strongly correlated, polar system such as BFO, the photo generated exciton is expected to be localized and tightly bound. Therefore, such an exciton in the bulk of the BFO (Fig. 4b(i) ), is expected to quickly recombine, resulting in no net photo effect. If the light is incident at the domain wall (Fig. 4b(ii) ), the significantly higher local electric field enables a more efficient separation of the excitons, creating a net imbalance in charge carriers near the domain walls and resulting in the band diagram shown in Fig. 4c . This effect (analogous to the type-II band alignment that drives polymeric solar cells) means that, under illumination, a net voltage is observed across the entire sample, resulting from the combined effect of the domain walls and the excess charge carriers created by illumination (Fig. 4d) . Photo excited electron-hole pairs are separated and drift to either side of the domain wall, building up an excess of charge. A close inspection of the effects at a given domain wall (Fig. 4) reveals a similar picture to a classic p-n junction. The key difference is the magnitude of the electric field that drives charge separation. In a classic silicon-based system (V OC % 0.7 V; depletion layer thickness, $1 mm), an effective electric field of $7 kV cm 21 is obtained (compared with the BFO system, with a field of $50 kV cm 21 ) for each domain wall. In open-circuit illuminated conditions, the electric field across the domain walls should decrease relative to its thermal-equilibrium value, creating a drift-diffusion current equal and opposite to the photocurrent described above. The domains themselves maintain the same electric field as in thermal equilibrium, because this is already the correct field for zero net current. Therefore, a net electric field would build up across the sample (Fig. 4c) .
Model for the photovoltaic effect
To validate this model, we first rule out the bulk photovoltaic effect previously observed in other ferroelectric crystals such as LiNbO 3 (LNO). It is useful to make comparisons with known results on periodically poled LNO, because BFO and LNO have the same symmetry and LNO is an extensively studied photovoltaic ferroelectric material 22 . There have been no reports of large photovoltages being generated in undoped LNO and, because LNO and BFO both have a bulk symmetry R3c, this implies that such highvoltage output in the latter is very unlikely to be a bulk property. Additionally, despite possessing the same bulk symmetry, the domain structures in LNO and BFO are very different. LNO has a rhombohedral-rhombohedral crystal class-preserving ferroelectric phase transition. As a result, it cannot be ferroelastic, and only 1808 domain walls can exist 23 . These apparently play no part in any large photovoltage output. In contrast, BFO has a rhombohedral-orthorhombic transition at its Curie temperature. This is a ferroelastic phase transition with 718, 1098 and 1808 domain walls. Thus, quantitative differences in photovoltaic response suggest the role of either 718 or 1098 domain walls.
Finally, we note that the bulk photovoltaic tensor is generally third-rank and non-diagonal in R3c materials such as LNO (ref. 24 ). Thus, application of an optical field is, in general, affected not only by the r 33 photovoltaic coefficient 22 , but also by the r 15 coefficient 25 . In a typical experiment on LNO (refs 26,27) , this off-diagonal term produces a field of 40 kV cm 21 perpendicular to the threefold polar axis for 500 mW of 514.5 nm laser light weakly focused to a 50-mm spot diameter. This number may be compared with those in the present study and suggests that a fully quantitative analysis must involve the full off-diagonal photovoltaic tensor. This was suggested earlier for puzzling results regarding the photovoltaic response in YBaCuO high-T C materials 28 . We also note that the photovoltaic response perpendicular to the polar threefold axis can be compensated or enhanced by a strong thermal gradient [29] [30] [31] . Because certain domain walls conduct electricity in BFO, this could involve local heating 21 . Thus, comparison of the present data with those for LNO supports the argument that the new effects reported here cannot be bulk in nature.
Final evidence of a completely new photovoltaic mechanism comes from the fact that the direction of the measured J SC in our BFO films is parallel to the net in-plane polarization. This current direction is opposite to what has been observed for granular ferroelectric materials 5 . In turn, we have observed that there is a drop in the potential in the direction of the net in-plane polarization in these epitaxial BFO films. The expected magnitude of J SC can be predicted, and is consistent with measurements (details of the calculation are given in the Supplementary Information).
Control of the photovoltaic response by electric fields
To demonstrate an additional level of control of the photovoltaic effect in these films, we have studied the evolution of photovoltaic properties as a function of domain switching in planar device structures. I-V characterization of an as-grown device structure in the DW || geometry is shown in Fig. 5a . Consistent with data in Fig. 2 , there is no observable photovoltaic response in this geometry. Using a device spacing of 10 mm, we can then apply voltage pulses of 200 V between the two in-plane electrodes to induce ferroelectric domain switching. Following application of such a field (E % 200 kV cm 21 ) for a pulse of 100 ms, a corresponding rotation of the ferroelectric domain structure was observed, thereby creating a system with the DW ? geometry. Subsequent light I-V measurements reveal the formation of an anomalous photovoltaic effect in this film (blue curve, Fig. 5a ). The corresponding PFM image following the þ200 V pulse reveals that the domain structure is effectively rotated by 908 from the original configuration (Fig. 5b, top and middle panels) . It is clear that this domain configuration is essential to create the potential drop necessary for the anomalous photovoltaic effect. Furthermore, upon application of a -200 V/100 ms pulse, the polarity of the photo-induced voltage and current can be flipped (red curve, Fig. 5a ). This is explained by a change in the direction of the net, in-plane polarization of the BFO film (Fig. 5b, bottom panel) .
Our earlier theoretical work showed that the magnitude of the potential step is higher in the case of 1098 domain walls (150 mV, compared to 20 mV for 718 domain walls). We were constrained in terms of a macroscopic measurement of the 1098 domain samples due to the presence of a random distribution of the two in-plane variants. We therefore carried out microscopic measurements (details of measurements are given in Supplementary  Fig. S4 ), which revealed an $4Â larger potential drop per domain wall compared to the 718 walls.
Conclusion
In summary, we have shown that a photovoltaic effect in BFO thin films arises from a unique, new mechanism-namely, structurally driven steps of the electrostatic potential at nanometre-scale domain walls. These potential steps, which had been hypothesized, had never before been observed directly. By controlling the domain structure in such BFO films we can, in turn, gain control over the photo properties of these materials.
Methods
Thin-film growth. BFO films with thicknesses between 100 and 500 nm were grown on single-crystalline (110) DyScO 3 (DSO) substrates by metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) 32 . Annealing treatments of the DSO substrates (1,200 8C for 3 h in flowing O 2 ) produced ordered arrays of unit-cell-high terraces on the substrate surface. Growth on such annealed substrates results in ordered arrays of 718 domain walls, and growth on un-annealed substrates gives rise to ordered arrays of 1098 domain walls.
